The effects of island ontogeny on species diversity and phylogeny
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A major goal of island biogeography is to understand how island communities are assembled over time. However, we know little about the influence of variable area and ecological opportunity on island biotas over geological timescales. Islands have limited life spans, and it has been posited that insular diversity patterns should rise and fall with an island’s ontogeny. The potential of phylogenies to inform us of island ontogenetic stage remains unclear, as we lack a phylogenetic framework that focuses on islands rather than clades. Here, we present a parsimonious island-centric model that integrates phylogeny and ontogeny into island biogeography and can incorporate a negative feedback of diversity on species origination. This framework allows us to generate predictions about species richness and phylogenies on islands of different ages. We find that peak richness lags behind peak island area, and that endemic species age increases with island age on volcanic islands. When diversity negatively affects rates of immigration and cladogenesis, our model predicts speciation slowdowns on old islands. Importantly, we find that branching times of in situ radiations can be informative of an island’s ontogenetic stage. This novel framework provides a quantitative means of uncovering processes responsible for island biogeography patterns using phylogenies.

1. Introduction

Oceanic archipelagos of volcanic origin, such as the Canaries, Galapagos and Hawaii have inspired fundamental theoretical developments in ecology and evolution, ranging from the nature of species–area relationships to the processes underpinning adaptive radiations (reviewed in [1]). The dynamic, transient nature of volcanic islands has long been recognized [2], but was not explicitly modelled in MacArthur & Wilson’s [3] classic equilibrium theory of island biogeography (ETIB). Typical volcanic islands have a limited life span [4,5], and a major goal of recent island research has been to understand how species richness patterns and the processes governing community assembly change through time in such systems [6]. However, island biogeography lacks a quantitative framework to enable the study of how variable island area and ecological opportunity may influence diversity and phylogenetic patterns in isolated communities [7].

Volcanic island ontogeny begins with initial emergence from an underwater seamount, which is followed by a relatively short period of intense island-building, until maximum area and elevation are reached [4,8]. Islands then enter a slow erosional stage that leads to eventual island submergence [4,8]. Several verbal models integrating island ontogeny and ecological biogeography have been proposed (e.g. [5,6,9,10]). The most complete of these models is the general dynamic model (GDM) of oceanic island biogeography formulated by Whittaker et al. [6]. The GDM extended and updated the ETIB by incorporating new ideas on the geomorphic evolution of islands [4], in situ cladogenesis [11] and adaptive radiations [10]. The model’s main proposition is that island diversity has an environmentally determined carrying capacity ($K$) that varies with island age as a result of ontogenetic changes in island area, elevational range, topographical complexity...
and habitat diversity. According to the GDM, $K$ should peak at or soon after the island has attained its maximum area and topographic complexity. $K$ should then slowly decline as the island enters its erosional stage and loses area and elevational range, until the island submerges. Two key testable predictions arise from this verbal model: (i) total and endemic species richness should be a hump-shaped (unimodal) function of island age and (ii) island-wide (IW) rate of speciation should be highest at young to intermediate island ages until $K$ has peaked. The GDM provides a good description of island species richness in many cases [6,12,13], with young archipelagos and highly dispersive taxa notable exceptions [14,15].

While speciation is a prominent feature of islands and is increasingly being incorporated into theoretical models, many of the empirical insights into insular radiation rely on taxonomy-based measures [6,16,17], such as the richness of single-island endemics, which has been shown to be very sensitive to taxonomic effort [18]. In the past decade, molecular phylogenies of insular taxa [19,20] have become increasingly common and the full extent of such data to inform us about the processes governing island biogeography is just starting to be explored [21,22]. A densely sampled time-calibrated molecular phylogeny of the populations/species on an island and their mainland counterparts has the potential to be informative about (i) whether an endemic species was likely to have arisen cladogenetically or anagenetically [23,24], (ii) the timing and rate of colonizations and subsequent migrations [25,26] and (iii) change in rates of insular diversification over time or with diversity [27]. One of the most sophisticated uses of phylogenetic information in island biogeography to date is Rabosky & Glor’s [21] application of birth–death models to the phylogenetic branching times of Anolis lizards on Caribbean islands. They were able to show that rates of speciation have declined over time, with steeper decays taking place on smaller islands, providing strong evidence for controls of speciation consistent with the existence of an area-dependent $K$, as predicted by Whittaker et al. [7].

Despite the potential for phylogenies to introduce a temporal component into island biogeography, the field currently lacks an integrated quantitative framework that allows for the effects of process (immigration, extinction, speciation and island ontogeny) on pattern (e.g. richness, phylogeny) to be explored. While Chen & He [28] developed the first quantitative model to incorporate in situ speciation into the classic ETIB framework, their model did not incorporate the notion of a carrying capacity, the effects of island ontogeny on community composition or examine phylogenetic patterns. Here, we present a parsimonious, lineage-based simulation model that incorporates island ontogeny [6], immigration–extinction dynamics [3], phylogenetic birth–death models of in situ diversification [27,29] and diversity-dependence of species origination [30]. We model the effects of island ontogeny on community assembly processes by making per lineage rates of immigration, extinction and speciation area-dependent. We examine the expected effects of contrasting island ontogeny scenarios on the time series of IW biogeographic and speciation rates, as well as species richness, and test whether they follow a hump-shaped relationship with island age as predicted by the GDM. We explicitly model islands under conditions where species origination (immigration and speciation) rates are independent of the island’s diversity and compare the shape of the resulting phylogenies with those that arise under a scenario where origination rates are diversity-dependent (DD) and decline with increasing species richness, as would be expected for an island with a finite diversity carrying capacity [21]. We also provide a new set of expectations for the distribution of times of colonization and ages of species of different classes (immigrant, cladogenetic and anagenetic) for islands of different ontogenetic stages. Finally, we examine whether phylogenies of clades from islands at young life stages carry a signature of rapid radiation, and whether those from old life stages instead display declining speciation rates through time as posited by Whittaker et al. [6].

## 2. Material and methods

### (a) Basic model

Our model considers a static mainland source pool with $m$ species and an island with $n$ species, with $n = 0$ at time ($t$) = 0. We adopted the straight-line immigration and extinction curve version of MacArthur & Wilson’s ETIB [3], whereby at any given time each species on the mainland is equally likely to immigrate to the island, at a per lineage rate $\gamma$, and each species on the island is equally likely to go extinct, at a per lineage rate of $\mu$. Immigration in our framework incorporates both dispersal (arrival) and successful establishment (colonization). Additionally, endemic species can be gained through in situ speciation via anagenesis or cladogenesis. Anagenetic speciation (where an island population diverges through time and becomes reproductively isolated from the mainland source population) occurs at a per lineage rate $\lambda^*$. Cladogenetic speciation (where one island species/population splits into two island endemic species) occurs at a per lineage rate $\lambda_*$. Species are classified as immigrant if they have populations on both island and mainland. Endemic species are those that are restricted to the island; they are classified as cladogenetic if their closest extant relative is endemic to the island, or as anagenetic if their closest extant relative is on the mainland.

### (b) Diversity-dependence

We implemented our model in both a diversity-independent (DI) and DD setting. In the DI setting, there is no feedback of diversity on any of the per lineage parameters. The DD setting in comparison is intended to capture the effect of ecological limits and a carrying capacity [6,21]. Under DD, the number of niches on an island is limited and each new species requires a vacant niche. Therefore, the more species there are on the island, the lower are the chances that a successful colonization or cladogenesis event will take place. In the DD setting, we thus make per lineage rates of immigration and cladogenesis decline linearly with diversity [30]

$$\gamma = \max(0, \gamma_0 (1 - \frac{n}{R}))$$

and

$$\lambda_* = \max(0, \lambda_*^0 (1 - \frac{n}{R}))$$

where $n$ is island diversity; $\gamma_0$ and $\lambda_*^0$ are, respectively, the initial per lineage rates of immigration and cladogenesis when island diversity is zero; $\gamma$ and $\lambda_*$ are the per lineage rates of immigration and cladogenesis at $n$ species. The $K^*$ parameter denotes the maximum number of niches on the island that could be attained in the absence of extinction [30]. Note that in the face of high levels of extinction, the dynamic equilibrium diversity may be substantially lower than $K^*$. We left the rate of anagenesis ($\lambda^*$) DI, as we have no niche-based argument as to why diversity should further impede the rate of anagenetic speciation. We chose not to make extinction DD because phylogenetic analyses have provided little evidence for this type of feedback [27], but such a dependence could be easily incorporated into our simulation framework if it were deemed important in specific systems.


Assuming 20 species are present (area on the initial rate of extinction (A) in the DD version, following the same curve as A but with lower amplitude. In the DI version, K' is infinite. Vertical lines indicate the island ages at which maximum A and K' are reached under the volcanic and symmetrical models. (b) Effect of island area on per lineage rates of immigration (γ, red) and cladogenesis (λ', blue) assuming 20 species are present (n = 20) and a mainland pool of 1000 species. Solid lines, DI version of the model; dashed lines, DD version. (c) Effect of island area on the initial rate of extinction (μ, log scale).

(c) Island Ontogeny
We modelled the typical ontogeny of an oceanic island by allowing island area (A) to vary with island age t. We simulated islands under three contrasting island ontogeny scenarios (figure 1; electronic supplementary material): volcanic, symmetrical and constant area (null model). In the main text, we focus on the results of the volcanic ontogeny, but we report the full results of the other ontogenies in the electronic supplementary material.

(d) Effect of area on parameters
We treat area as a proxy for ecological opportunity, through its direct and indirect effects on altitudinal range, topography, habitat complexity and thus niche diversity [6]. In both DI and DD settings, we allow area to directly positively influence cladogenesis rates (but not immigration rates) and to negatively influence extinction rates (figure 1). We model a positive effect of area on opportunities for in situ allopatric or parapatric speciation by making the initial rate of cladogenesis the product of K and A. We model a decline in the rate of per lineage extinction with area (figure 1) according to a truncated power law

$$\mu_t = \min(\mu_{max} - \mu_{min} \left(\frac{A}{A_{max}}\right)^{-\log(\mu_{max}/\mu_{min})/\log(h_t/A_{max})})$$

(2.3)

where $\mu_t$ is the rate of extinction at island age $t$, $\mu_{min}$ is the minimum extinction rate on an island of maximum area and $\mu_{max}$ is the extinction rate at $A_p = pA_{max}$ where $p = 0.1$. $\mu$ is capped at a maximum value $\mu_{max} = 1000$ to avoid excessively elevated rates that drastically slow down simulations.

In the DD setting, we additionally model the influence of area on ecological opportunity by making $K'$ proportional to area, which in turn influences $\gamma$ (by reducing the probability of colonization, but not the probability of arrival) and $\lambda'$ (as per equations (2.1) and (2.2)).

(e) Simulations
We simulated under continuous time, starting at island birth ($t_0$) and ending at $t_{end}$. For each island ontogeny scenario (volcanic, symmetrical and constant area), we ran 1000 replicates of simulations with 16 combinations of parameter values in order to explore a wide range of the parameter space at low and high $\gamma$, $\mu$, $\lambda'$ and $\lambda''$ (electronic supplementary material, table S1 and methods).

(f) Model output
For each simulation, we calculated the IW rates of immigration, extinction, anagenesis and cladogenesis, as well as the number of total, immigrant, anagenetic and cladogenetic species. We also calculated the number of radiations and the number of species per radiation.

In order to compare ages of colonization and species ages at different island stages (electronic supplementary material, methods), we extracted this information at $t$ equal to 0.2, 0.5 and 0.9 proportions of $t_{end}$, representing, respectively, islands at young, mature and old stages.

We examined the shape of phylogenetic trees of island radiations at different proportions of $t_{end}$ (0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9), encompassing the stages where the island is growing and waning in size. We fitted different classes of widely used birth–death models of diversification [27] to the branch lengths of all the phylogenies with five or more species, in order to investigate whether we could detect changes in speciation and extinction rates over time. We fitted the following models: constant speciation rate with no extinction (pure birth model); constant speciation and extinction rates (birth–death model); exponentially declining speciation rate through time and constant extinction rate (SPV AR model); exponentially declining speciation rate through time and no extinction (SPV AR_μ0 model) and exponentially increasing extinction rate through time and constant speciation (EXV AR model) [27]. Models were fitted using existing functions within the R package LASER [31] with the exception of SPV AR_μ0 model, for which we modified the SPV AR model. For each clade, we calculated the Akaike information criterion (AIC) weights for the five models—with a high AIC weight indicating a low relative AIC score for that model and thus high support. We then calculated the mean AIC weight for each of the models across all clades in an island and the fraction of simulations in which a model was the preferred (i.e. had the lowest AIC score) one for that island. We repeated the same procedure using small-sample corrected AIC (AICc) as a metric, with sample size equal to the number of branching times in each of the phylogenies. The results of the birth–death model fitting are consistent regardless of whether AIC or AICc were used as model-fit metrics, except that when using AICc the simplest model (pure birth) is favoured more often. Given that the two metrics give congruent results, we report the results using AIC, owing to uncertainty in determining the appropriate sample size for calculating AICc for models with declining speciation, and because AIC is the most commonly used metric in comparisons of models of diversification.
The simulation model and subsequent analyses were implemented in R (R Development Core Team 2013), and code is available in the electronic supplementary material.

3. Results

(a) Island-wide rates

For volcanic islands, under DI, IW rates of immigration generally decline steadily through time (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Under DD, this relationship is U-shaped in most cases, as at old ages declining island size promotes extinction and shifts the balance of inputs from cladogenesis back to immigration. The IW extinction rate generally increases with island age, under both DD and DI (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The island age where maximum IW cladogenesis rate is achieved varies strongly under different scenarios (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Under DI, maximum rates are reached in the second half of the island’s life, whereas under DD, cladogenesis rates peak at early island ages. Under DD and high $\lambda^c$, two peaks in IW cladogenesis often occur, one in the first half of the island’s life and a second, shallower peak, in the second half. The IW rate of anagenesis has a moderately hump-shaped relationship with age, with the exception of the scenarios under DD, high $\gamma$ and high $\lambda^c$, where two separate peaks in anagenesis occur (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The later peak is due to an influx of immigrant species on old islands.

(b) Species richness

In the volcanic island scenario, total species richness is a clear hump-shaped function of island age when $\mu$ is high (figure 2). In such cases, under both DI and DD, total and endemic species richness peaks at intermediate island ages and generally after maximum area has been reached. By contrast, at low $\mu$, species richness rises steadily until the very last stages of the island’s life, when it drops very rapidly to zero as a result of the high IW rates of extinction and the depressed rates of cladogenesis and immigration that occur prior to complete island submergence.

Under low $\lambda^c$ and high $\lambda^c$, the model predicts that volcanic islands become dominated by anagentic species. When both $\lambda^c$ and $\lambda^e$ are low, islands become dominated by immigrant species. By contrast, under high $\lambda^c$, the majority of species

![Figure 2. Time-series of total, immigrant, anagenetic and cladogenetic species richness for simulations of a volcanic island ontogeny. Each plot shows the results for a different combination of parameter values indicated in the outer axes. Low and high parameter values are given in the electronic supplementary material, table S1. Dashed lines, low rate of anagenesis; solid lines, high rate of anagenesis. $\gamma$, immigration rate; $\mu$, extinction rate; $\lambda^c$, cladogenesis rate. DI, diversity-independent version (a–h), $K^0 = \infty$; DD, diversity-dependent version (i–p), $K^0 = 0.05$. Results are the medians for intervals of $t = 0.01$ over 1000 replicates. Vertical lines indicate the island ages at which maximum $A$ and $K^0$ are reached.](http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rspb.2013.3227)
are of cladogenetic origin. A strong dominance of cladogenetic species is particularly visible under DD and high $\lambda^c$.

(c) Species ages and colonization times
The volcanic ontogeny model predicts that anagenetic species are on average older than cladogenetic and immigrant species, and that cladogenetic species are older than immigrant species (figure 3). Time since colonizations and ages of endemic species generally increase with island maturity. By contrast, there are no significant differences in the ages of immigrant species among the different island life stages.

(d) Phylogenetic tree shape and in situ radiations
For volcanic islands under DI, the pure birth model is preferred under most scenarios (figure 4). The model with declining speciation and zero extinction is preferred for a sizeable proportion of simulations, and this proportion increases with the age of the island at the time of establishment of an endemic clade. Under DD, the pure birth model is preferred only at young and intermediate island ages or when $\lambda^c$ is low, whereas the model with declining speciation and zero extinction is generally strongly preferred at late island ages. We find little support for models that include non-zero extinction, even under conditions where extinction rates are high. At the youngest island ages, under low $\lambda^c$ or high $\mu$, there are no clades of more than five species on which to fit the models. In general, the model predicts a higher number of in situ radiations under DI but more species per radiation under DD (electronic supplementary material, tables S2–S4).

4. Discussion
(a) Island-wide rates and species richness
Our island biogeography model predicts that total and endemic richness should rise and fall with island age in volcanic islands (figure 2), providing quantitative support for one of
the GDM’s key predictions: an effect of island age on species richness when area and ecological opportunity follow the ontogenetic trajectory typical of volcanic islands [6]. However, in our simulations, species richness is only a smooth hump-shaped function of island age as predicted by Whittaker et al. [6] on islands with high background extinction. When extinction is low—as we might expect to be true of large tropical islands (e.g. Jamaica and Hawaii Island)—richness also rises and falls with age, but islands display a steady increase in diversity with time until a very late stage, when diversity collapses. In all scenarios, the peak in total species diversity shows a temporal lag with respect to the peak in island area and carrying capacity, revealing that maximal biodiversity is to be expected on islands that have already entered the erosive stage, in agreement with empirical evidence from taxonomic lists in a variety of archipelagos [12,13]. Importantly, we found that the species richness trajectory was highly variable, with different parameter sets often exhibiting contrasting shapes. This result suggests that the examination of species–area curves across islands of different ages and biogeographic contexts may be problematic, highlighting the importance of our framework as a potentially useful means of detecting key processes that cannot be identified via standard curve-fitting approaches.

The shape of the relationship between IW rates of speciation and age varies greatly between scenarios with and without diversity-dependence in rates of immigration and cladogenesis (electronic supplementary material, figures S1–S3). Under DI, cladogenesis and anagenesis are a hump-shaped function of island age, peaking long after the maximum area is attained and declining only as species and immigrant diversity dwindles. By contrast, under DD, cladogenesis and anagenesis rates display peaks that either occur in the period immediately following island emergence or shortly after maximum carrying capacity is achieved. These results agree with the prediction of the GDM that cladogenesis should be predominant on younger islands [6]. Interestingly, secondary peaks in speciation rates also occur at late ontogenetic stages under DD, which are caused by a release of ecological niches driven by depressed species richness on submerging islands as a result of elevated rates of extinction with declining area, and reduced rates of cladogenesis and immigration with declining carrying capacity.

(b) Lineage branching times
Molecular phylogenetic data from a variety of endemic and immigrant island taxa is rapidly accumulating. For example, Papadopulos et al. [19] were able to estimate the times of colonization and in situ speciation of a significant proportion of the vascular flora of Lord Howe Island through the application of molecular dating methods to both island taxa and their extant mainland relatives. Parent et al. [32] and Illera et al. [33] compiled molecular estimates of ages of colonization for the terrestrial fauna of the Galapagos and the avifauna of Macaronesia, respectively. In our simulations, we have generated expectations that may guide interpretation of such datasets of colonization and speciation ages of island taxa in the context.
of volcanic ontogeny (figure 3; electronic supplementary material, figures S6 and S7). We found that the distribution of species and colonization ages obtained from phylogenies of extant species is informative about island ontogenetic stage and can provide insights into whether species diversity has a negative feedback on the rate of cladogenesis.

Our model predicts that immigrant species are younger than endemic taxa regardless of island ontogeny, in agreement with phylogenetic patterns in Caribbean avian communities from islands with varied geomorphic histories [34]. The age of non-endemic species varies little with ontogeny, revealing that estimates of the time of colonization of non-endemic species carry little information about an island’s geomorphic stage. By contrast, we found that the age of island endemics is expected to increase with island age in islands with variable area, a result that is consistent with a higher proportion of ancient taxa on older oceanic islands [10,35].

Adaptive radiations, such as the Galapagos finches [32] and Hawaiian *Tetragnatha* spiders [10] are important features of the biota of remote volcanic islands. Whittaker et al. [6] posited that if islands have a time-variable carrying capacity, radiations should be more frequent at young ages in the period leading up to island maturity, while rates of diversification should decline at older ages as erosion reduces island area and previously available niches become filled. In strong agreement with this hypothesis, our simulations of islands with volcanic ontogeny and a finite diversity carrying capacity (DD, figure 4) reveal that phylogenies exhibit a signature of radiation when sampled from young islands but one of slowdown in speciation rates when sampled from mature to old islands, as would be expected if *in situ* radiations were more prevalent at early ages when niche availability is maximal [21,36]. Although alternative processes may explain slowdowns in rates of speciation from phylogenies [37,38], our study reveals that if negative feedbacks of diversity operate, declines in speciation rates should be detectable from phylogenetic trees of radiations from islands that are declining in size. Yet, although elevated rates of extinction occurred on intermediate to old islands in our simulations, models with non-zero extinction were only selected in a minority of phylogenies, confirming that a signal of past extinction events may be difficult to detect from extant island data [7], as it is from molecular phylogenies in general [27].

While we found a striking difference between phylogenies from recently emerged and old islands in simulations with diversity-dependence, such differences were absent from islands simulated under diversity-independence, for which unsurprisingly the preferred model at all island ages was one with constant speciation (figure 4). Recent studies have found evidence that equilibrium controls of diversity may be widespread [39] and that a model with no ecological limits to species richness is unlikely to apply to island systems [21,40], even to those with large areas such as Madagascar [41]. We therefore believe that the DD version of our model is the most biologically realistic implementation. An important mechanism through which a negative feedback of diversity on community assembly rates may operate is through geographical incumbency, where the diversification of primary colonists inhibits the ultimate diversity of closely related secondary colonizers [42,43]. Indeed, niche pre-emption effects on rates of immigration and speciation have been reported from a variety of insular environments and taxa [44,45].

(c) Model development and parameter estimation

Our model provides a flexible framework to study island community assembly and can easily be extended to a variety of island ontogenetic trajectories, such as insular environments of non-volcanic origin (e.g. land–bridge islands, continental fragments and lakes) or islands where volcanic activity may create new habitats at older ages, potentially enabling late bursts of speciation [15]. Asymmetry in rates of immigration could also be incorporated, mimicking biological variation in dispersal kernels (e.g. spore–versus seed-dispersed plants [14]) or distributional changes in source populations owing to the temporal sequence of island formation in archipelago settings [15]. In addition, the effect of biotic interactions on rates of speciation and extinction could also be modelled and may potentially lead to more idiosyncratic patterns of community assembly [6].

Our model is lineage-based and has been designed to be fitted to real phylogenetic and phylogeographical datasets from island taxa that include the times of colonization of the ancestors of endemic species and immigrant populations, as well as the branching times of *in situ* radiations. Phylogenetic trees from a variety of island radiations are already available, but the relationships between island taxa with their relatives from the mainland or nearby landmasses are often unknown, because such estimates require well-sampled phylogenies of taxa from outside the focal area of study [19]. Although accurate estimation of timings of colonization is data-demanding, increasingly complete tree-of-life resources are rapidly becoming available (e.g. [46]) that can guide the identification of the closest relatives of island species or populations, thus reducing sampling effort.

Likelihood methods for use with the branching times of molecular phylogenies exist and can readily be applied to understand the processes affecting insular biotas. For instance, clade-based methods allow for the estimation of DD or otherwise time-varying rates of diversification (e.g [27,30,47]). The GeoSSE method [48] allows for implementation of a model closer in spirit to the approach of MacArthur & Wilson [3], as it allows for the insular community to be the focal unit and permits the estimation of (constant) rates of speciation within and between regions, as well as dispersal between regions and extinction. While these methods can provide valuable insights, neither is a good fit to the processes we include in our model. Hence, island biogeography lacks a means of estimating key parameters from data. We hope that our simple island-centric model will spur developments that allow parameters to be estimated from data, either in a likelihood framework or via the application of approximate Bayesian computation. Such a framework would allow the field of island biogeography to undergo a transition from being largely focused on pattern description to be in a position to infer the processes that govern oceanic community assembly in relation to island age, area and isolation. For instance, to what extent are remote islands of different ages at or close to a diversity equilibrium? And how do per lineage rates of immigration, speciation and extinction covary with island isolation, area and age?
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